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interview anna sofaer - solsticeproject - rated by robert redford: the sun dagger (1982) and the mystery
of chaco (2000). she is the founder of the solstice project and has been its director since 1978. wilder: what
initially led you to chaco and your discovery of the sun dagger? sofaer: i went to chaco in june of 1977 because
i was fasci-nated with rock art. i had taken a course in mayan astronomy that included some images of rock ...
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non-fiction last week weeks on list 1 born free, by joy adamson. (pantheon.) 1 21 2 how i made $2,000,000 in
the stock market, by nicolas darvas. (american research council.) 2 14 3 enjoy, enjoy!, by harry golden. (world
... robert siodmak: prince of shadows film season at bfi ... - robert siodmak: prince of shadows film
season at bfi southbank april and may 2015 tuesday 17 february 2015, london. bfi southbank today announced
full details of its two month season dedicated to the supremely hawthorne fine art summer reading 2017 sun, warmth, flourishing plants, meandering wildlife, beautiful sunrises and sunsets, and other delights the
season brings. this climate becomes a fertile ground to explore the content of our paintings and find matching
excerpts in evocative pieces of literature and poetry. i hope that in reading this publication, you might enjoy a
similar experience where the intersection of sight and sound ... this week in august 26, 1960 mrpopculture - the sun is my shadow - robert wilder diamond head - peter gilman born free - joy adamson
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november st. john’s lutheran church 42695 washington ... - thornton wilder, our town, act iii these lines
come from thornton wilder’s beloved play, ... the sun city and shadow hills monthly magazines will include an
ad welcoming back our “snowbirds”. the presentations focus on our lutheran heritage, variety of services, and
a warm welcome with communion service available for everyone. angel tree—ring the bells responding to your
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